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ABSTRACT:  

Patents as Informational Tools 

Clark D. Asay 

 

Traditional patent law theories teach that a patent’s rights of exclusion are a patent’s key benefit to 

the patentee and are necessary to make the patent system work. Yet patentees are increasingly giving 

away such rights, in whole or in part, as part of a growing phenomenon: patent pledges. In these 

scenarios, patentees voluntarily commit not to assert their patents or license them to others, often as part 

of a reciprocal arrangement. This phenomenon seems to contradict traditional patent law theories. After 

all, if exclusive rights are necessary, why are patentees increasingly sacrificing some or all of those 

rights? 

 

This Article argues that they do so because in patent pledging contexts, patents entail a different value 

proposition than traditional patent law theories posit. That is, patent pledgers use patents as informational 

tools to signal to the relevant public their development preferences and activities. This information may 

then facilitate innovative collaborations as well as foreclose them. This Article reviews several patent law 

features that make patents valuable as informational tools, as well as others that limit their informational 

potencies. It concludes by assessing some implications of this informational account of patents, in 

particular with respect to “open innovation.” 
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ABSTRACT:  

Patent Enforcement Value: Non-Pledged Patents in U.S. District Court Litigation 

Jonathan H. Ashtor
1
 

 

This article explores the concept of “patent pledges” by examining those patents that are not pledged, 

specifically those that are enforced in fully litigated infringement cases. We posit that the decision to 

pledge a patent is at core a decision to transact around the specific right that is principally enforced in 

patent litigation—namely the right to exclude. To explore this hypothesis, we analyze the factors that are 

associated with patent value in enforcement proceedings. By conducting a large-scale empirical analysis 

patent infringement awards in U.S. District Court, we find that the patents most valuable in enforcement 

proceedings are (1) patents practiced by their owners, (2) patents giving rise to future research and 

development by their owners, and (3) proprietary patents not transferred by their owners. Moreover, each 

of these categories of “valuable patents” appear to comprise patents that are least likely to be valuable in 

pledges, which lends support to the hypothesis that enforcement and pledges are fundamentally different 

practices. 
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ABSTRACT:  

PATENT PLEDGES IN GREEN TECHNOLOGY 

Bassem Awad
* 
LLB, LLM, PhD

 

 

Technology lies at the centre of the climate change debate and plays a pivotal role in addressing the 

global challenge of climate change and sustainable development in today’s economy. The role of the 

patent system became the subject of increased attention in climate change discussions on technology 

transfer. The core technology that should be disseminated with the patent is not easily accessible in 

practice or has little technical value. New mechanisms for collaborative innovation have been introduced 

to the green technology sector. Access and timely diffusion of green technologies required for adaptation 

and mitigation constitute one of the major challenges faced by the international community.  

This article argues that the simple existence of a patent on a particular green technology is not a barrier in 

itself to the transfer of that technology. Much depends on how the exclusive rights that come with a patent 

are deployed; and how they can be used in transferring green technology. It discusses the development of 

patent pledges from the ICT’s sector to the green technology innovation industry. This article examines 

the various forms of patent pledges related to green technology and its rationales by analyzing three main 

models of green patent pledges: the Eco-Patent Commons, GreenXchange and the Canada’s Oil Sands 

Alliance (COSIA). This article concludes that there is no legal model framework for green patent pledges 

and highlights the challenges facing this new tend of sharing knowledge. 
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ABSTRACT:  

Is Patent Reform via Private Ordering Anticompetitive? 

Matthew W. Callahan & Jason M. Schultz 

 

Private-ordering patent reform strategies are growing in number and popularity out of twinned desires to 

decrease patent litigation and promoting cross-platform innovation. However, much like patent pools and 

other attempts at collective IP problem solving, questions of competition impact and antitrust policy arise. 

This paper considers two such strategies—defensive patent aggregators and open patent agreements—and 

asks whether their effects are sufficiently procompetitive to survive an antitrust suit. In the end, this paper 

argues that both models should survive such scrutiny; the defensive patent aggregators because they do 

not disrupt the traditional patent licensing market, and the open patent agreements because they generate 

significant procompetitive effects that more than balance the potential risks to competition. 
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ABSTRACT:  

Learning from Trolls: Patent Sharing in Biotechnology 

Dov Greenbaum, JD PhD 

 

Patent pledges are a relatively new phenomenon endemic to (but not necessarily exclusively so) patentees 

who have and continue to amass a war chest of patents in theirs and related technologies. Although 

becoming more popular in general, patent pledges remain relatively rare in many biotechnology 

industries.   There are likely a number of reasons that factor into this glaring and growing gap between 

hitech and biotech pledging. This paper will examine a number of potential factors to provide some 

foresight into future pledge developments by biotech patent holders, and perhaps to also better understand 

the recent increase in patent pledging in the hitech industry. 

 

Some of the factors to be examined include: (I) the general dearth of non-practicing entities in the 

biotechnology industry and the use of patent pledges to incentivize others in the industry to similarly 

pledge patents in an effort to develop a multi-company defensive patent stockpile against trolls; (II) the 

overall importance of single patent families, and even single patents in the development and sale of a 

biotechnology product, as distinct from their hitech counterparts;  (III) the average shelf life of a 

biotechnology patent with a long lead up time to market versus the length of a generation in the hitech 

field which also tends to focus more on incremental innovations; (IV) the public relations need of a 

corporation to generate goodwill  given the morally agnostic nature of hitech applications versus the more 

morally positive aspects of biotechnology innovations;  and, (V) market forces in biotechnology 

industries that push participants toward a zero sum, or near zero sum game, contrasted with market forces 

in hitech that often allow multiple participants to share the market. 

 



This paper will also question how recent developments in patentable subject matter affect patent 

pledges.  In particular, where the courts might exercise different policy levers in their industry specific 

goals of narrowing or broadening of patent rights,  examining how industry levels of certainty as to the 

validity of a patent leads to greater or fewer patent pledges.  More specifically: has the recent trend 

toward invalidating software patents affected the trend toward patent pledges and how will concurrent 

efforts in DNA and personalized medicine patents mirror or not mirror those trends. 
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ABSTRACT:  

PLEDGES AND COVENANTS: THE KEYS TO OPEN PATENTS DOORS 

Mariateresa Maggiolino & Maria Lillà Montagnani

 

 

Recently, driven by the enthusiasm spurred by the Open Innovation movement, also individual patentees 

as well as wealthy corporations holding valuable patent portfolios have started sharing their patented 

knowledge. Whether in the open source software environment or in the fields of biosciences and green 

technologies, during the last few years patent holders have been standardizing the terms and conditions of 

their licenses in order to facilitate the access to, as well as the transfer and use of, their patents. Patent 

pledges and covenants have thus become the keys to open patents. Actually, they have unlocked two 

diverse doors. Some pledges and covenants have contributed to create large “clubs of patentees” that are 

reciprocally committed to share their patents. These clubs are inwardly open, but still closed towards the 

non-members. Other pledges and covenants have set the grounds to make patents open toward whoever is 

interested in them, on the main condition that this unknown re-user will maintain the patent itself and 

make her own follow-on innovation equally open. The paper discusses the legal implications of these two 
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phenomena, there communalities and differences to the purpose of explore whether there are specificities 

that make them more adapt to one field or the other. 
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ABSTRACT:  

Patent Pledges and Developing Countries: The Tryst with India’s Destiny 
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Tania Sebastian
 

 
Open Innovation Communities (OIC), historically, have seen reluctant behavior in including patents and 

understandably so, considering the oft-quoted Research & Development (R&D) expenses and investments 

in a patent. The economic arguments for inclusion in the OIC are hindered as a result of disturbances in 

distributing costs and benefits and the resource allocation therein. It then seems like a welcome measure 

that popular enterprises and industries are making conscious decisions not to assert patents and the rights 

therein, thereby advocating Patent Pledges. While IBM, RedHat and Google have made legally binding 

commitments and Tesla has made a commitment for Patent Pledges through a blog, what remains to be 

examined is the role of Patent Pledges in a developing country scenario, more so, so as to draw from the 

lessons of the developed world, including policy measurers and industry constraints.  

 

Jawaharlal Nehru, the first prime minster of independent India made a famous “Tryst with Destiny” 

speech on the eve of Indian independence to pledge “dedication to the service of India and her people and 

to the still larger cause of humanity.” Nearly 60 years after independence, the Indian tryst with destiny in 

the arena of healthcare has arrived thereby benefiting thousands of patients in the developing nation 

concerns over affordability of medicines, with the opening up of patented medicines through its vibrant 

compulsory regime, beginning with the now historic NatcoPharma Ltd. v. Bayer Corp.
2
 case. The stage is 

now set for Patent Pledges, with India now pledging low-cost drugs to the third world and under-

developed countries. These promising trends, however, should not undermine the need and necessity of 

Patent Pledges for India, with policies in place for technology transfer to benefit India which require 

policy measurers and government drive towards promotion of Patent Pledges. Making an example of the 

Chinese government and its quest to improve its patent regime, thereby encouraging Patent Pledges by 

issuing a series of related patent application pledge subsidy system is helpful to analyze the distribution of 

pledges in a variety of investors including banks, corporations, etc. While high-tech markets and 

enterprises find their way in Patent Pledges, can reform be infused in the smaller enterprises and 

organizations who argue on the basis for their limited R&D and the investments therein to refrain from 

patent pledges, considering the enormous contribution of the small enterprises to the Gross Domestic 

Product of a developing economy? What national policies based on “community standards” can be 

advocated to have a sound Patent Pledges policy in place? The role of the government is paramount, more 

so in an economy like India, with liberalized tentacles. As the financial stability of a nation is denoted as a 

key player in liberalizing Patent Pledges and hence is based on the primary market behavior, to remove 

ambiguities, these concerns need to be addressed at a global forum, aspects and concerns which will be 

discussed in this paper.  
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ABSTRACT:  

Patent Pledge and Antitrust Law 

Ricardo Sichel 

 

This paper analyses aspects of patent pledge and its relation with antitrust regulation.  The basis 

of it is the Brazilian Legislation and also many studies made on this subject.  The aspect that many patent 

pledge are in the field of software and biopharma are quite important, specially the last one, because of its 

implication in public health policies and the necessity of maintaining the stability of legal determination 

in order not hinder the necessary new investments in Research and Development, as the basis of social 

economic development.  The new structure of the Brazilian Antitrust Agencies and how they are divided 

and their charges is also mentioned. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Providing access to SEPs in the European Union 

Rafal Sikorski 

 

Scholars and practitioners around the world discuss the problem of access to SEPs. Various legal tools are 

used to ensure such access. These include flexible approach to patent remedies, application of antitrust / 

competition laws or patent misuse and abuse of rights theories. The purpose though is always the same – 

providing a willing licensee with the possibility to use an invention necessary for the practice of a 

particular technological standard against payment of a licensee fee. The issue is also currently debated in 

the EU. 

 

The purpose of the paper would be to present the current debate status and the current legal situation in 

the EU and to show what are the likely future developments in this area. In 2014 a number of decisions by 

the EU Commission were issued and an important decision by the EU Court of Justice is expected in 

2015. It is likely to clarify the position of EU law with respect to how that access should be ensured. 

 

In the recently issued decisions the EU Commission applied EU competition law to justify granting 

access to standard essential patents to the willing licensees. The Commissions assumes that if a 

commitment to license a patent on FRAND terms was made in the course of standardization upon which 

others have relied, the patent holder may not refuse access to patents subject to such a commitment. 

Refusal to grant access to such patents to willing licensees constitutes abuse of a dominant position 

contrary to article 102 of the EU Treaty. 

 

A number of issues have not been clarified so far. Firstly the antitrust / competition law analysis has not 

been carried out profoundly enough neither by the EU Commission nor by the European Court of Justice. 

Antitrust laws would probably not be used to force patent holders to license their patents in many 

jurisdictions around the world. EU competition law is different in this respect. It is interesting to see why 

that is the case. Secondly, it still remains unclear as to when there is a willing licensee and an unwilling 

licensor. This is supposed to be clarified in the long awaited decision in ZTE v. HUAWEI case. Thirdly, it 

is also interesting to see what would be the position of EU competition law with respect to access to those 

standards that are not developed within standardization organizations, that is where patents are not subject 

to FRAND commitments. 

 

Other solutions to the SEP problem are also appearing on the EU legal landscape. A more flexible 

approach to patents remedies is expected with the entry into force of the Unitary European Patent. The 

Treaty on the Unified Patent Court states with respect to injunctive relief that this type of relief may in 

certain cases not be available. It remains to be seen how these new provisions will be applied. It seems 

however that there is room for a more flexible approach now. 
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ABSTRACT:  

The Dangers of Relying on Patent Pledges to Protect Open Innovation 

Liza Vertinsky 

 

IBM, the world’s single largest corporate patent owner, promises not to assert 500 of its patents against 

participants in open source projects.  Google announces an “open patent non-assertion pledge” of 79 

patents relevant to emerging cloud computing technologies. Tesla, an electric car maker, promises not to 

initiate patent lawsuits against anyone who, in good faith, uses their technology, and Toyota promises 

royalty free licenses for over 5,000 fuel cell patents as it launches its hydrogen fuel cell vehicle.  These 

unilateral private promises to make available, or limit the enforcement of, patents illustrate an 

increasingly important way in which private actors are altering the relationship between patents and 

innovation under the rubric of preserving open innovation. While many of these private initiatives appear 

to offer ways of improving the operation of the patent system by managing and facilitating access to the 

technologies involved, I suggest that these arrangements include hidden costs and risks that the law is not 

currently equipped to respond to. 

 

In this paper I examine ways in which patent pledges may be used to privilege certain innovation paths 

and technology choices over others under the guise of promoting open innovation.  I focus on three types 

of risks that patent pledges may pose for the evolution of open systems of innovation.  First, promises to 

limit the assertion of patents may be used opportunistically to lock in technology choices that provide the 

patent owner with future opportunities to exploit their patents.  What starts out looking “open” can later 

become “closed.” Second, the use of patent pledges may create entry barriers, particularly for startup 

companies.  Third, obtaining and making available patents in one area may be used strategically to render 

an alternative product development or technology path less desirable and to shift the locus of control over 

the innovation process into areas where patent positions are strong and competition can be 

limited.  Pledges to keep some projects “open” may actually be efforts to consolidate control in other 

“closed” phases of the development process. 

 

I then consider if and how patent law and policy should respond to the challenges that patent pledges 

could pose for publicly beneficial systems of open innovation.  Although often brief and simply written, 

these pledges raise complicated legal issues regarding the interpretation, scope, and enforceability of the 

pledges.  While contract law and antitrust law play important roles in guiding the evolution of the law at 

this intersection, I argue that patent law also has an important role to play – both because of the limits of 

existing contract and antitrust approaches to pledges and because of the impact of patent pledges on the 



public innovation goals that motivate patent law.  I then explore ways in which patent law and policy can 

and should respond to the risks patent pledges may pose for innovation. 
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ABSTRACT:  

Open Source and Patent Non-Assertion Pledges: A Comparative Analysis 

Professor Ian Walden, Queen Mary, University of London 

This paper considers the use of patent non-assertion pledges or promises (referred to as ‘PNAs’) as a 

private law device to counter what are seen as the undesirable consequences of the operation of the patent 

system. PNAs seek to provide a private law amelioration of this manifestation of a public law problem, 

i.e. the current workings of the patent regime. 

We examine the key legal issues relating to the use of PNAs considering how these might relate to more 

traditional options such as non-exclusive patent licences. We consider the different types of triggers or 

perceived drivers for PNAs, distinguishing six main categories: (a) dispute settlement, (b) market making, 

(c) defensive, (d) ex ante regulatory intervention, (e) ex post regulatory intervention and (f) philosophical 

stance. 

The paper is based on a survey of leading entities offering such provisions, from individual companies to 

communities and networks. The comparative analysis is based primarily on publicly available legal 

documentation, rather than statements of intent or associated marketing material. The analysis examines 

this range of PNAs against a number of key criteria, including: (a) their legal nature; (b) usage limitations; 

(c) conduct limitations; (d) jurisdictional limitations; (e) the person granting the PNA; and (f) an 

assessment of the legal effectiveness of the terms of the PNA. 

Most PNAs considered relate to the development of free or open source software and their benefits are 

offered only to this extent.  The definitions of these concepts are not always clear. In some respects the 

notion of PNAs has links to the copyright concept of open source software licences, but there is a 

http://www.qmul.ac.uk/qlegal/
http://www.cloudlegal.ccls.qmul.ac.uk/


potential difficulty arising from the differing nature of the patent and copyright systems. An approach that 

is effective in one may not readily be transplanted into the other. 

We conclude by identifying some key lessons from the development of PNAs over recent years. First, a 

careful line needs to be walked between accessibility and legal certainty. Over simplifying PNAs can 

undermine their ability to achieve the desired outcomes. Second, while contractual mechanisms offer 

greater predictability, they also add a level of complexity in terms of ensuring the validity of any such 

agreement. Third, proportionality considerations should inform any sanctions for breach of a PNAs terms, 

otherwise public law considerations may restrict or prohibit enforcement. Fourth, given the particularities 

and peculiarities of national patent regimes, the greater the intended reach of a PNA, the greater the need 

for specificity in terms of application. Finally, PNAs operate within a broader mesh of intellectual 

property laws that require consideration from the outset, but may ultimately remain unknowable to the 

drafters of the PNA. As such, the scope of claim and offer of protection granted under a PNA should 

reflect this degree of legal uncertainty. 
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ABSTRACT:  

Protecting Standard Essential Patents at the International Trade Commission 

Elizabeth I. Winston
*
 

 

The United States International Trade Commission (“ITC”) investigates alleged trade violations of 

Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. § 1337) including importation of products 

infringing patents.  This paper seeks to explore the impact of voluntary public commitments made by 

patentees, limiting the enforcement and exploitation of their patents, on the role of the ITC in protecting 

domestic industry.  Is a patent pledge a contract?  If so, who is the offeree and the offeror, and what rights 

do third parties have under these voluntary pledges?  Does a patent pledge give rise to contractual 

obligations, a breach of which could potentially render the patent unenforceable for misuse?  Standard-

essential patents, many subject to various patent pledges, have been asserted in numerous investigations 

before the ITC.  Should patent pledges preclude the issuance of exclusionary relief in these investigations, 

because the pledge set forth licensing terms that self-regulate competition?  This article argues that an 

exclusion order is a statutorily required and appropriate remedy for infringement of a patent subject to a 

patent pledge, except under limited circumstances where the public interest factors are significantly 

affected.  The ITC exists to protect domestic industry, and not the patent.  An exclusion order is not an 

injunction.  There is a fundamental statutory difference.  The exclusion order is a statutory mandate that 

can be overcome only by evidence that the statutorily-enumerated public interest factors are 

frustrated.  The mere possibility that a threat of patent hold-up harms domestic industry is not 



sufficient.  Exclusion orders should be limited to those situations where an alternative venue that could 

award damages is lacking, or where an accused implementer engages in patent hold-out.  The availability 

of an exclusion order remains critical to a continuing balance of encouraging contribution to standard 

setting bodies, while still allowing access to standards, preventing unfair competition and protecting our 

domestic industry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


